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Abstract
We consider compressed sensing (CS) using partially coherent sensing matrices. Most of CS theory to date
is focused on incoherent sensing, that is, columns from the sensing matrix are highly uncorrelated. However,
sensing systems with naturally occurring correlations arise in many applications, such as signal detection,
motion detection and radar. Moreover, in these applications it is often not necessary to know the support of
the signal exactly, but instead small errors in the support and signal are tolerable. In this paper, we focus on
d-tolerant recovery, in which support set reconstructions are considered accurate when their locations match
the true locations within d indices. Despite the abundance of work utilizing incoherent sensing matrices, for
d-tolerant recovery we suggest that coherence is actually beneficial. This is especially true for situations with
only a few and very noisy measurements as we demonstrate via numerical simulations. As a first step towards
the theory of tolerant coherent sensing we introduce the notions of d-coherence and d-tolerant recovery. We
then provide some theoretical arguments for a greedy algorithm applicable to d-tolerant recovery of signals
with sufficiently spread support.

Index terms— coherence, coherent sensing, compressed sensing, d-coherence, d-tolerant recovery, orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP), redundant sensing matrix, signal detection.
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Introduction

Compressed sensing (CS) deals with sampling and recovery of sparse signals [1–3]. By using the sparsity
structure, recovery is possible from far fewer measurements than the signal length. Initial results (e.g. [4, 5])
showed that it is possible to approximate the NP-hard `0 minimization with optimization problems that have
only polynomial complexity, such as `1 minimization or orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [6].
A typical error measure of the reconstruction of discrete signals is the support recovery error which counts
how many non-zeros in the support of the signal and in the recovery coincide. Here instead we introduce
the notion of d-tolerant recovery which was initially motivated by applications such as radar [3, 7]. Since
radar surroundings are tracked over large distances, comparatively small spatial deviations are often tolerable.
Therefore, we consider d-tolerant recovery where the position of every non-zero in the reconstructed support
can differ up to d indices from the original support.
We demonstrate that we can increase noise robustness by using d-tolerant recovery and special types of
partially coherent matrices. More specifically, the results achieved with coherent matrices are exceptionally
good and much better than comparative results obtained with incoherent matrices as long as the same error in
the support recovery is allowed. This is in contrast to standard results of CS where incoherent sensing matrices
are highly desirable - e.g. [1, 2, 5, 8–10]. The use of partially coherent sensing matrices provides a new avenue
to pursue for applications where such matrices arise naturally and where small errors are acceptable. Typical
applications are reconstructions of multi-band signals [11], unions of subspaces [12], signal/image processing
such as super-resolution [13] or face recognition algorithms [14].
Our main contributions are introducing the notion of d-tolerant recovery and demonstrating that partially
coherent matrices are beneficial in this context. We provide a theoretical framework, based on conventional
terms from classic CS theory, to capture this notion. As a concrete example, we analyze a variant of the wellstudied OMP algorithm [6] with respect to its performance in d-tolerant recovery. Finally, for the special case of
sparse signals with sufficiently spread support, we extend the theoretical recovery guarantees of OMP towards
d-incoherence. We prove for those signals that recovery is possible, given some noiseless measurements, using
partially coherent sensing matrices as long as the support tolerance is large enough.
∗ Tobias Birnbaum, Department of Electronics and Information Processing (ETRO), Vrije Universiteit Brussel, 1050 Brussels,
Belgium, E-mail: Tobias.Birnbaum@vub.ac.be.
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Organization. The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we motivate d-tolerant recovery and
point out links to related work. Section 3 provides a problem formulation and definitions necessary to capture
d-tolerant theory. We present numerical simulation results comparing incoherent and partially coherent sensing
matrices in Section 4. In Section 5 we limit ourselves to signals with sufficiently spread support and prove
results analogous to OMP theory based on the exact recovery condition (ERC) for a modified OMP. The latter
was empirically found not to have different performance than OMP in the sufficiently spread signal support
case. The work is concluded with a summary and outlook in Section 6.
Notation. The norms k·kp , p ∈ [1, ∞] refer to the vector norms in `p or the induced matrix norms. The
number of non-zeros of a vector is denoted as |·|0 . Lower case Greek letters name the columns of the respective
matrix. The N th order Fourier matrix is denoted as FN . An S-sparse signal x ∈ CN has exactly S nonzeros. The reconstruction of x from linear measurements y ∈ CM is termed x̃ ∈ CN . We set Σ := supp (x),
Γ := supp (x̃) and always have 0 < S ≤ M  N .
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2.1

Motivation
d-tolerant recovery

We consider a d-tolerant recovery using the linear sensing model
y = Φx + e

(1)

with sensing matrix Φ ∈ CM ×N and measurement noise e ∈ CM . We assume that the vector x is S-sparse,
namely, |x|0 = S. Given measurements y a standard approach to recovering a sparse x is to solve the problem
x̃ = argmin |x|0

subject to

x∈CN

kΦx − ykp ≤  ,

(2)

for some p ∈ [1, ∞], noise threshold  ∈ R+
0 , and solution x̃. This problem is called noisy `0 minimization. With
d-tolerant recovery we ultimately want to increase the number of reconstructed non-zeros from the support of
x, where some error in the support accuracy is tolerated. We seek reconstructions at most d indices apart from
the true index. This d-tolerant support reconstruction can tolerate more noise, irrespective of its nature, than
exact support reconstruction.
For simplicity and to preserve the clarity of the illustration we explain the ideas of d-tolerant recovery on the
well known example of Fourier matrices. In the following we construct several sensing matrices and investigate
their performance in d-tolerant recovery. Specifically we seek a d-tolerant recovery of x with d > 0, 0 < S ≤ M ,
and N = (2d + 1)M . This value of N is chosen for convenience. Let Ψ ∈ CM ×N be the sensing matrix that
equals FN restricted to the first M rows, and let Ξ ∈ CM ×N be the sensing matrix that equals FM inflated by
(2d + 1). By that we mean that every column of FM is copied 2d times to form a consecutive block of (2d + 1)
columns in Ξ. The specific choices of Ψ, Ξ will become clear as we proceed.
First we consider as a toy example the reconstruction from measurements taken with Ξ. Suppose we are given
measurements y = Ξx + e; the most naive way to reconstruct the support of a given x in a d-tolerant manner
−1
is by using x̃ = FM
y and inflating the reconstruction to length N by copying each entry 2d times. The result
is a S-block sparse signal with blocks of length (2d + 1). If reconstruction is performed with any CS algorithm
such as OMP whilst using Ξ as a sensing matrix then the result is a S-sparse signal. A given reconstruction
algorithm could choose at each support update any single of the (2d + 1) identical columns without changing the
signal’s value. Thus, if we interpret the sparse reconstruction as d-tolerant by just assuming the reconstructed
non-zeros are located at the center of a block as soon as any representative of that block is reconstructed, then
we find that the sparse and the block sparse reconstructions coincide. Hence using Ξ we have artificially limited
the uncertainty of the support reconstruction uniformly to d indices.
Instead of extending the sensing matrix FM with exact copies of its columns, we can extend FM with noisy
copies of the same column. For reference we call this matrix Ξ̂. Suppose we do this extension by preserving
the original column at the center of each sub-block. If the amount of noise is relatively low, e.g. 10%, meaning
that the "copies" are still highly correlated, then any CS reconstruction algorithm for S-sparse signals, such as
OMP, has a higher chance of reconstructing a non-zero through any representative from its corresponding high
coherence region in comparison to the Ξ case. Compared with the typical example of a random row restricted
submatrix of FN , the reconstruction with Ξ̂ is more likely to be d-tolerant because wrongful identifications of
the support are more likely to occur within the localized high coherence neighborhoods instead of occurring
anywhere in the incoherent column set. Summarizing the idea of the Ξ̂ construction, we designed high coherence
neighborhoods that can account for some variability, due to noise, in the reconstructed signal.
However, the constructions of Ξ, Ξ̂ have one substantial drawback: they require the block structure, if
present, of the signal to be known ahead of reconstruction and reflected in the constructed matrix. Remember,
for Ξ̂ we assumed the true indices of the signal to be located at the center of each block. Alternatively, the
2

tolerance of the reconstruction d has to be increased to 2d + 1. The reason is that the columns taken from both
ends of one "static" high coherence block, i.e. columns being 2d indices apart, are highly correlated.
To resolve this issue and to perform a d-tolerant recovery with high coherence blocks of length 2d + 1, the
high coherence blocks should shift alongside with the reference index. In this case we find for any column highly
correlated columns only in the direct neighborhood. This behavior is true for any Fourier submatrix obtained
by row selections - such as Ψ! In addition, the special block-wise row restriction of Ψ maximizes the number of
highly-correlated columns in every neighborhood for this matrix type. Thus the partially coherent matrix Ψ is
presumably a highly effective candidate for d-tolerant CS.
In the rest of the paper, we show that Ψ is indeed a good choice. In addition, we refine and link the
mathematical notions of d-tolerant recovery and "high coherence".

2.2

Related work

Partially coherent sensing matrices have been studied previously in CS. However, existing work has focused on
exact support recovery despite coherence within the sensing matrix. Here, instead, we show that coherence is
actually a resource when we allow for d-tolerant recovery.
The literature on OMP related methods using partially coherent sensing matrices can be summarized as
follows. In [15] multiple extensions to existing algorithms were formulated. The authors proved and showed
numerically that by introducing a band-exclusion method they were able to recover signals in a specific sense.
That is: each non-zero of the original signal has a counterpart in the reconstruction, which is however allowed
to be located anywhere. Thus the "tolerance" would be d = N − 1. The signals are required to have a
spread support and to be of limited dynamic range. Further, a condition related to the ERC [6] is required.
Optionally the dynamic range limitation can be lifted through the computationally expensive operation of local
optimization.
In [16] useful concepts such as the distinction between block coherence and sub coherence or the block
OMP (BOMP) algorithm were developed and applied to the recovery of block-sparse signals. It was shown
that making explicit use of the block-sparsity model could provably yield better reconstruction properties. The
allowed large correlations are found only across different blocks; each block itself is incoherent. The results were
refined in a generic manner yielding a block RIP in [17]. The work in [18] extended this framework to noiseless
recovery from partially coherent sensing matrices with a static predefined column-block structure, using a block
RIP as a necessary requirement. This was done still with the focus on accurate recovery of block sparse signals.
In addition, exact recovery from noiseless measurements was considered and their method succeeds only if the
block structure of the signals is known ahead of reconstruction. As a final note some results on exact recovery
within the dictionary sparsity models, with y = ΦDx, were derived. It was found in [19] that the condition of
D-RIP has to hold for the `1 -analysis problem. This condition allows for coherence within the dictionary, D,
but only Dx is the target of the reconstruction. The sensing matrix Φ is still required to be incoherent. The
same is true for the `1 -synthesis problem which was treated in [20] via -OMP. The presented theoretical results
are based on the -coherence between the sensing matrix Φ and the partially coherent dictionary D. A recent
surge of work has studied the area of dictionary sparsity models [13, 21–24] still requiring incoherence of the
sensing matrix.
Bar-Ilan found in [25] first indications that coherence is beneficial for d-tolerant recovery. His thesis is the
motivation for the current work.

3

Problem formulation and definitions

In general, a d-tolerant recovery will be called successful if every non-zero of the S-sparse signal x has a non-zero
within the recovery x̃ that is not further than d indices apart. The success can be measured by the (relative)
d-tolerant support recovery error. We define the d-closure of a column index i as
closd ({i}) := {max {i − d, 1} , . . . , min {i + d, N }} .

(3)

The (relative) d-tolerant support recovery error measure is defined as
P
ρd (x̃, x) :=

i∈Σ 1

nP


o
δ
>
0
j∈closd (Γ) i,j
S

,

(4)

with the indicator function 1, S := |x|0 , the Kronecker delta δi,j , and d-closure of the set Γ, closd (Γ) :=
S
i∈Γ closd ({i}).
For block sparse signals, which have their non-zeros cumulated in blocks, this usually means that multiple
non-zeros are combined to form a single representative for at most (2d + 1) non-zeros of a block.
3

The maximal number of non-zeros that can be resolved in a d-tolerant recovery within a signal of length N
is given as:


N −1
+1.
(5)
Smax =
2d + 1
This is clear from assuming the most advantageous distribution of non-zeros/disjoint d-closures. This distribution has a non-zero in the first and the N th element whereas the other non-zeros are equally spaced with
distance 2d + 1.

3.1

d-coherence

We base a first analysis of d-tolerant recovery on the notion of coherence. This measure is computationally
tractable and a proxy for other measures such as the restricted isometry/orthogonality property [26]. Furthermore, as opposed to the latter, matrices with a specific coherence structure can be easily crafted.
The linear sensing model, (1), connects the allowed discrepancy in the indices of the recovered non-zeros to
the correlation of matrix columns with respect to their index distance.
The correlation of any two columns φi , φj of a matrix Φ can be expressed as:
µ(i, j) := µ(φi , φj ) =

hφi , φj i2
.
kφi k2 kφj k2

(6)

The overall maximum correlation of matrix columns is captured by the coherence of a matrix.
Definition 1 The coherence of a matrix Φ is defined as
µ(Φ) := max µ(φi , φj ) .
i6=j

The Welch bound, µ(Φ) ≥ µWelch (Φ) :=

q

N −M
M (N −1) ,

(7)

is the lowest possible coherence for a `2 -column normal-

M ×N

ized matrix Φ ∈ C
, see Theorem 5.7 in [2]. For the Fourier matrix µWelch is obtained through row selection
from a cyclic difference set [27]. If µ(Φ) is close to the Welch bound, we call Φ incoherent.
To analyze d-tolerant recovery, we extend the notion of coherence to be made dependent on the column
index distance.
Definition 2 The d-coherence of a matrix Φ is defined as
µd (Φ) := max µ(φi , φj ) .
|i−j|>d

(8)

If µd (Φ) is close to the Welch bound for a certain d, we call Φ d-incoherent.
For d = 0 the definition of µd (Φ) coincides with that of the coherence. As d increases µd (Φ) decreases
monotonically. Indeed, suppose d < f . Then
µd (Φ) = max µ(φi , φj ) < max µ(φi , φj ) = µf (Φ),
|i−j|>d

|i−j|>f

where the inequality holds because every f separated set is also d separated when d < f .
With d-coherence we can ensure that large column correlations are confined to column indices in the d-closure
of the reference column. This leads to two key aspects for any successful d-tolerant recovery:
1. A large d0 -coherence for all d0 < d increases noise stability by increasing the number of "distorted copies"
of any reference column.
˜
2. A minimal d-coherence
for all d˜ > d ensures reconstruction of any support elements of mutually disjoint
d-closures.
To provide explicit examples, consider the matrices Ξ, Ψ from the previous section. In Fig. 1 direct column
correlations µ(1, 1+f ) of the first with the (1+f )th column are shown for Ψ (dashed, black) and Ξ (dash-dotted,
orange). Note, only half of the range is shown, as the other half is mirrored. Since both Ψ and Ξ are directly
derived from the Fourier matrix, they inherit the invariance property of the column correlations with shifting
reference index j,
∀j ∈ [N ] : ∀f ∈ N0 such that µ(1, 1 + f ) = µ(j, j + f ) .
(9)
Thus the shown correlation pattern is exemplary for any column index. For Ξ this is only true for every (2d+1)th
column.
If Ξ is constructed with a fixed (2d + 1) = 3 inflation, we observe 3 columns with µ(1, 1 + f ) = 1. Those
are the first column and its copies. For all columns further away µ(1, 1 + f ) = 0 due to the orthogonality
4

Figure 1: Shown are exemplary the column correlations, µ(i, i+d), of the first and the (1+d)th column are given
for Ψ (dashed, black) and Ξ (dash-dotted, orange). The matrices are as defined in Section 2 with dimensions
M = 24, N = 128. Further, the d-coherence µd (Ψ) (solid, gray; envelope), the coherence µ(Ψ) (dotted, red),
and the Welch bound µWelch (Ψ) (solid, blue) for Ψ are given. Omitted columns are given by mirroring.
of the columns in FM . Since it is at least for every (2d + 1) = nth column µ(n, n + d) = µd (Ξ) for this
˜
matrix construction, we have maximal d > d0 -coherence and minimal d < d-incoherence.
As was mentioned in
0
Section 2.1 a d -coherence of exactly 1 is not desirable as it means there are identical copies of a column present.
To incorporate noise robustness, large d0 -coherences that are still unequal to 1 are preferable. The greater the
deviation from 1, the larger the noise tolerance. This statement is however limited. Allowing for too much noise
compensation would allow a d-tolerant reconstruction to completely fail. Experimentally it was found that for
OMP a d-coherence larger than 0.75 is beneficial.
Due to row restrictions from FN as one continuous block in the case of Ψ, we see that large column correlations
are possible that are not equal to 1. Since the coherence µ(Ψ) (dotted, red) is large, from the perspective of
conventional CS theory this matrix seems not to be suited for reconstruction. Matrices used in CS are usually
required to have a coherence that is close to the Welch bound, µWelch (Ψ) (solid, blue). We can see however
that although correlations of neighboring columns in Ψ are large, the level of correlation rapidly drops with
increasing distance between the regarded columns. This means the matrix is only partially coherent and well
suited for d-tolerant recovery. For d > 8 (for M = 24, N = 128) it is even µd (Ψ) < µWelch (Ψ) motivating the
hope that if existing incoherent theory could be adapted to d-incoherent theory in a similar way, then it would
be possible to get an even better performance in d-tolerant recovery than the incoherent theory would allow for
a perfectly incoherent sensing matrix. This behavior is well captured by the d-coherence (solid, gray). So more
˜
specifically Ψ is d-incoherent
with d˜ > 8 and could be considered d0 -coherent for d0 ≤ 3.
Qualitatively this means that in theory, noise robust reconstruction of S-sparse signals with small dynamic
range, up to an SNR of 0.87 (equal to 0.45 of linear independence) with d = 3 and S = Smax = 18 from M = 24
measurements would be possible. In numerical experiments based on OMP and complex valued signals with
arbitrary range, this translates into a 3-tolerant recovery of 6 more non-zeros on average by using the coherent
matrix Ψ instead of an incoherent matrix (random row restricted submatrix of FN of size M × N ). To recover
at least the same amount of non-zeros with incoherent matrices as with partially coherent matrices and d = 3,
the tolerance would have to be increased to d ≥ 8. This is true for any SNR in the range of [0, ∞].

3.2

Additional definitions

In this section we introduce a collection of other important concepts that help characterizing the d-tolerant
recovery setup. We begin with generalizing the concept of the aforementioned column correlation invariance,
(9), of Fourier submatrices obtained by row selection. The distribution of highly correlated columns within Φ
can be characterized in terms of matrix coherence functions.

Definition 3 The set of matrix coherence functions µ(j) j∈[N ] of a matrix Φ ∈ CM ×N is defined through
µ(j) := (µ (φj , φ1 ) , . . . , µ (φj , φN )) .
5

(10)

With the help of the matrix coherence functions, two fundamentally different types of partially coherent
matrices can be distinguished.
Definition 4 A set of matrix coherence functions is called dynamic, if the correlation of any column with the
reference column depends only on the difference of the column indices. Otherwise a set of matrix coherence
functions is called static.
The choice of the terminology static and dynamic is motivated by the simple cases (i) when all neighboring
columns are highly correlated the coherence functions can be viewed via the gram matrix Φ∗ Φ and appear as
a sliding gradient (dynamic), e.g. Φ ≡ Ψ, whereas (ii) when the matrix contains blocks of correlated columns
and columns in different blocks are uncorrelated, the gram matrix consists of a rigid series of blocks (static),
e.g. Φ ≡ Ξ.
Dynamic matrix coherence functions allow for a more efficient reconstruction, in terms of small d-tolerance,
as was motivated in the discussion of Section 2.
A similar d-tolerant extension as was made to the coherence can be made to the cumulative coherence (also
known as `1 -coherence or the Babel function). It will be used in the proof of Theorem 10. The cumulative
d-coherence is one way to quantify the correlations of any given element with a consecutive, disjoint block of
length at most 2d + 1.
Definition 5 For Φ ∈ CM ×N , we define its cumulative d-coherence µC
d (Φ, k) with test-set cardinality k as:
hφi , φj i2
.
Γ⊂[N ] i∈clos
/
d (Γ) kφi k2 kφj k2

µC
d (Φ, k) := max

max

(11)

|Γ|=k

We write µC (Φ, k) := µC
0 (Φ, k) for the standard cumulative coherence.
It is easy to see that the cumulative d-coherence satisfies the following properties:
• µC
d (Φ, k) is monotonically decreasing as d increases. Indeed, we have for any f < d ∈ N0 :
C
C
µC
d (Φ, k) ≤ µf (Φ, k) ≤ µ (Φ, k) .

(12)

• µC
d (Φ, k) is monotonically increasing as k increases:
C
C
∀k < l ∈ N0 : µC
d (Φ, k) ≤ µd (Φ, l) ≤ µ (Φ, k) .

(13)

  
• The lower bound given in Theorem 5.8 of [2] applies by replacing N by N̂ := max M, Nd . That is:
q
k≤

s
N̂ − 1 =⇒ µC
d (Φ, k) ≥ k

N̂ − M
M (N̂ − 1)

.

(14)

We may also generalize the restricted isometry property (RIP) towards matrices with dynamic coherence
functions. This definition was initially suggested by Eldar and Bar-Ilan in an unpublished work, based on [25].
Definition 6 A matrix Φ ∈ CM ×N has the d-restricted isometry property (d-RIP) of order S with the minimal
d-RIP constant δS (Φ), if it satisfies for all x ∈ RN that are S-sparse and have non-zeros spaced at least d apart:
2

2

2

(1 − δS (Φ)) kxk2 ≤ kΦxk2 ≤ (1 + δS (Φ)) kxk2 .

4

(15)

Numerical simulation results

In this section we demonstrate the advantage of coherence in d-tolerant recovery using numerical simulation
results. The main part of the results is based on the d-tolerant recovery measure, (4). All results shown below
are obtained via standard OMP with MATLAB 2015b [28] using the RPECS Matlab toolbox (version 1.1) [29].
Every data point represents the median of 500 iterations. For each iteration just the signal and the noise were
re-initialized. The matrices were newly initialized for each set of parameters only. All generated signals were
complex valued. Their support was uniformly random distributed. The amplitudes of the real and imaginary
parts were selected i.i.d. for every non-zero, uniformly at random on [−50, 50]. The noise entries were i.i.d.
standard normally distributed and then rescaled to fit the desired signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
We consider several types of sensing matrices, given as:
F_consecBegin: The first M consecutive rows of FN . (Called Ψ in Section 2.)
6

(a) N = 1024

(b) N = 2048

Figure 2: Consider the percentage of non-zeros recovered with respect to the d-tolerant recovery measure. Let
X be the percentage recovered with a partially coherent sensing matrix (F_consecutive) and Y the percentage
recovered with an incoherent sensing matrix (F_rand ). The plot shows X/Y and as such the benefit of coherent
sensing for varying tolerances d and amounts of noise. The number of measurements, M = 32, the sparsity,
S = 16, and the signal dimension, N , are fixed within each plot.
F_consecutive: Any M consecutive rows of FN . The shift of the block was uniformly random distributed and
selected from [1, N − M ].
F_rand : M rows of FN were selected uniformly at random.
F_nXStatBlocks: Uses X = 5 blog N c blocks of consecutive columns from F_consecutive, constructed from a
F3N .
R_gauss: Gaussian random matrix.
All matrices were `2 -column normalized.
The incoherent matrices are F_rand and R_gauss. The partially coherent matrices are F_consecBegin,
F_consecutive and F_nXStatBlocks. From setting the number of highly correlated columns to 2d + 1 and
N = 1024, M = 32 it follows for µd (Φ) < 0.9: d = 10, d = 10, and d = 26 and for µd (Φ) < µWelch (Φ) : d = 53,
d = 53, and d ≈ 91 for these matrices respectively. F_nXStatBlocks is an approximation to a matrix with static
matrix coherence function. The coherence across the column blocks will be low and thus the matrix will appear
to have almost rigid blocks of high coherence.
Shown in Fig. 2 are the ratios of the percentages of non-zeros that could be recovered, d-tolerant wise,
with a partially coherent sensing matrix (F_consecutive) over an incoherent sensing matrix (F_rand ). The
presented situations are heavily undersampled with the number of measurements M = 32 fixed and N = 1024
and N = 2048 respectively.
Let us consider Fig. 2a (N = 1024) first. The existence of an optimal value of the tolerance d is observable.
For an infinite SNR, the central, optimal value of d = 9 coincides with the number of correlations larger
than 0.9 within F_consecutive. But optimal values can also be found in the range of d = 3 (µd (Φ) ≈ 0.98) to
d = 13 (µd (Φ) ≈ 0.75). As the SNR decreases the optimal value of d seems to bifurcate at a SNR = 3db and then
converge back together at SNR = 0db. Comparing with the absolute terms (not shown here) this bifurcation is
clearly an artifact due to the non-uniform breakdown of the incoherent sensing with high measurement noise.
However, it is surprising that the area of optimality for d is related to a d-coherence of µd (Φ) ≈ 0.75 − 0.98 for
this matrix type with the given dimensions. The reason for those specific values is unclear.
Only if d = 0 incoherent matrices perform like partially coherent sensing matrices. Unsurprisingly, this
means that for exact support recovery the incoherent sensing is similar or better (for small undersampling
factors N/M ≤ 4) in determining the position of every non-zero.
In Fig. 2b (N = 2048) we observe again a region of optimal tolerance d. Compared to N = 1024 this
region is pushed towards higher SNR’s. We can see this for example by comparing SNR ≥ 0db in Fig. 2a with
SNR ≥ 3db in Fig. 2b. The irregularities for lower SNR’s in the latter figure are due to the extremely poor
d-tolerant support recovery of the incoherent sensing. Considering the absolute terms of d-tolerantly recovered
non-zeros for d = 16, SNR = 1.25db we have 50% for the partially coherent and 25% for the incoherent sensing
respectively. This means that with even less information than N/M = 64 and SNR = 5db, simply using
coherence is not sufficient to recover more than 50% of additional non-zeros. This leads to the conclusion that
7

(a) N/M = 1024/32

(b) N/M = 2048/64

Figure 3: Percentage of d-tolerant recovered non-zeros via OMP for an increasing tolerance d, several sensing
matrices, and several noise levels. The undersampling factor is fixed at N/M = 32 and the sparsity is S = 16.

Figure 4: Percentage of d-tolerant recovered non-zeros via OMP for an increasing number of measurements,
several sensing matrices, and several noise levels. The signal dimension, the sparsity, and the tolerance are
N = 1024, S = 16, and d = 13.

the region of the largest coherence benefits is already fairly well depicted in Fig. 2a. Incoherent sensing is
equally good again just for d = 0.
Figure 3 shows the average number of d-tolerantly recovered non-zeros as a function of d, for various types of
sensing matrices, various noise levels, and only few measurements (N/M = 32). We consider N/M = 1024/32
in Fig. 3a first. The partially coherent sensing matrices F_consecutive and F_consecBegin (with dynamic
matrix coherence functions) perform especially well. Most importantly, already with small values of d (≈ 5)
much more non-zeros can be reconstructed. If little noise is present (SNR ≤ 10db), for d = 9 the number of
reconstructed non-zeros is doubled for partially coherent versus incoherent sensing. Close to 100% recovery
is reached for d > 16 in the low noise setting. Figure 3b with N/M = 2048/64 shows what happens if both
the signal dimension and the number of measurements get scaled up. Due to the lower normalized sparsity
S/M = 0.25 incoherent sensing matrices are able to perform well for large SNR’s (≥ 10db). As the amount of
measurement noise increases the incoherent matrices are however drastically impacted (31% instead of ≈ 100%
for d = 0, SNR = 3.01db for both incoherent matrices). The impact of noise on the coherent sensing matrices is
much less severe especially for d ≥ 7. This emphasizes that partially coherent sensing matrices can be employed
very effectively at their optimal level of incoherence for challenging signal detection situations. The percentage
of d-tolerantly recovered non-zeros is in general monotonic with increasing d amongst all the sensing matrices.
Therefore, selecting a large value for d will not result in substantially worse recovery. This general rule coincides
with intuition. For (almost) exact support reconstruction (d ∈ {0, 1}) using coherence is irrelevant or even bad
in the heavily under-sampled setting throughout all SNR levels.
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Figure 5: The analogue of Fig. 2a for the special case of signals that have their non-zeros never closer then
(4d + 1).
Figure 4 depicts the trends in d-tolerant support recovery for an increasing number of measurements M
while N is fixed, for various types of sensing matrices, and for various noise levels. Again F_consecutive and
F_consecBegin perform especially well. Coherent sensing matrices make much better use of additional, possibly
very distorted, measurements, as soon as a certain tolerance (e.g. d = 13) in the signal support is allowed. For
larger numbers of measurements M ≥ 256 incoherent sensing matrices perform similarly well, independent of the
SNR. This again underlines that partially coherent sensing matrices are especially interesting for applications
in which using few measurements is key.
Since we will consider in Section 5 only signals that have their non-zeros never closer then (4d + 1), we
provide results for those signals in Fig. 5, in analogy to Fig. 2. The overall picture is the same as in Fig. 2a. The
optimal values of d shift to slightly lower values, for the same problem dimensions N, M, S, and the region of
optimality narrows. Both findings are reasonable considering that in this scenario it is impossible to rediscover
multiple non-zeros just by increasing d. Thus Fig. 5 more accurately characterizes the pure changes due to a
change in sensing matrices.
We close with a remark on the d-tolerant `2 -norm error based recovery measure ρ2 , introduced below. Finding
such a measure is not trivial but may be desired for classification of the magnitude differences of reconstruction
and true signal. We choose a measure that requires knowledge about the true signal and is evaluated in two
steps: First, we create new proxy signals xp , x̃p via:
(P
j∈closd (i) |xj | , ∀i ∈ supp (x)
xp =
(16a)
0,
otherwise
(P
j∈closd (i) |x̃j | , ∀i ∈ supp (x)
x̃p =
(16b)
0,
otherwise .
Note that we sum over the same set of indices in both cases, which causes both proxy signals to share the same
support. In a second step we compute
ρ2 (x̃p , xp ) := 1 −

kx̃p − xp k2
.
kx̃p k2 kxp k2

(17)

For that recovery measure we find incoherent sensing matrices are favorable for any SNR and M ∈ [64, 256),
i.e. a normalized sparsity smaller than S/M ≤ 0.25 and an undersampling factor larger than N/M ≥ 4. This
is depicted exemplary in Fig. 6 for S/M = 0.5 in Fig. 6a and S/M = 0.25 in Fig. 6b. For F_consecBegin and
F_nXStatBlocks we observe the same low impact of measurement noise and about 50% recovery as soon as the
tolerance is set sufficiently large, d ≥ 7. We notice F_consecBegin is slightly better than F_nXStatBlocks but
F_consecutive produces a much weaker and highly inconclusive result. This is due to the different construction of
F_consecBegin and F_consecutive. Both share exactly the same coherence pattern (absolute value) but in general only the former has a smoothly varying phase difference among the real and imaginary parts of the columns.
The latter experiences rapid phase shifts in real and imaginary part from column to column. Thus an approximate d-tolerant reconstruction can have a quite different magnitude even though reconstructed columns are
largely correlated to the true support. Nevertheless, the findings for F_consecBegin and F_nXStatBlocks stress
that it is not only possible to better reconstruct the approximate support but also the approximate magnitude
by using coherent sensing matrices in difficult sensing scenarios. With a smaller undersampling factor, e.g.
N/M ≥ 4, the results (not depicted here) of in-/coherent sensing matrices largely coincide again. This nicely
9

(a) M = 32

(b) M = 64

Figure 6: Average d-tolerant `2 -norm error based recovery measure ρ2 , (17), for reconstructions via OMP for an
increasing tolerance d, several sensing matrices, and several noise levels. The signal dimension and the sparsity
are N = 1024 and S = 16 respectively.

complements the observations made above: For very few (possibly noisy) measurements, partially coherent
sensing matrices give a better reconstruction both in support and magnitude. But in the typical CS setting
with exact recovery with respect to the `2 -norm and a moderately low number of measurements, incoherent
sensing matrices successfully prevail.

5

Analytical Justification

In this section we provide initial guarantees for the d-tolerant recovery of S-sparse signals without measurement
noise through an OMP-like algorithm using partially coherent sensing matrices. As this is the first step towards
such an analysis we limit the scope to signals that have sufficiently spread support.
Definition 7 (d-spread set) A set B is d-spread, if
∀i 6= j ∈ B : |i − j| > d .

(18)

A signal x is said to have a d-spread support, if supp (x) is a d-spread set. For the purpose of this work,
sufficiently spread means a signal has a (4d + 1)-spread support. This allows us to ignore recombinations of
multiple non-zeros to a single representative during reconstruction and enables us to prove results following
closely the initial contributions made for robust recovery via standard OMP. The line of theorems we follow is
based on the exact recovery condition (ERC). Within the spread signal support setting only minor adjustments
to the theorems are necessary in the noiseless scenario to ensure validity for d-tolerant recovery with partially
coherent sensing matrices. Further, the OMP-like algorithm has been empirically found to perform similar to
OMP in this setting with and without measurement noise.

5.1

Algorithm

To account for the ban of recombinations in the OMP algorithm we forbid new candidates for the reconstructed
support to be selected from the 2d-closure of the already reconstructed support, as shown in Algorithm 1. This
modification ensures that every high coherence neighborhood is met exactly once and since we will assume a
(4d + 1) spread for our signals in the statements of the next section, we can guarantee not to miss any non-zero
by this exclusion.
(k)
In the algorithm, xΣ and Φ†Σ are the reconstruction in the kth iteration restricted to the rows in the set Σ
and the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of Φ restricted to the columns with indices in Σ, respectively.
Through the exclusion of the 2d-closures of the already recovered support, the algorithm will select at most
one candidate per high correlation region. This modification is negligible within the scenario of signals with
(4d + 1)-spread support as all the numerical experiments for all tested parameter sets showed. For signals
without spread support the modified OMP version fails by design due to its exclusion feature.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo code for modified OMP
Input: y ∈ CM , S ∈ N+ , Φ ∈ CM ×N , d ∈ N0
d-tol
Output: erant recovery x̃ ∈ CN
k = 0, xk = 0, Σ = {}, r(0) = y
1: while k ≤ S and |Σ| < S do
2:
k =k+1
3:
b = Φ∗ r(k−1)
4:
ñ = argmaxn∈clos
{bn }
/
2d (Σ)
5:
Σ = Σ ∪ {ñ}
(k)
6:
xΣ = Φ†Σ y
(k)
7:
r = y − Φx(k)
8: end while
9: x̃ = x(S)

5.2

. Initialization

. Modification

Theory

The given theoretical reconstruction guarantees are a close analog to the ERC based incoherent OMP theory
[6,15]. The presented results can be understood as a characterization of OMP in the noiseless scenario of signals
with sufficiently spread support.
Before we formulate the theorems we need to fix the notion of a d-approximate pair of sets {Σ, Γ}d .
Definition 8 Let Σ, Γ ⊂ N+ be sets and a d ∈ N0 be given. Then we have a d-approximate pair of sets {Σ, Γ}d ,
if and only if
Σ ⊆ closd (Γ) and Γ ⊆ closd (Σ) ,
(19)
that is their distance in the Hausdorff-metric is at most d. We will call the set of all such pairs of sets containing
at least one set of cardinality S, DdS .
The following theorem is the essential result ensuring recovery from noiseless measurements via the d-tolerant
recovery condition (TRC).
Theorem 9 (d-tolerant recovery guarantee without measurement noise). Consider (1) with e = 0 and |x|0 = S.
The d-tolerant reconstruction of the signal can be guaranteed via the modified OMP, Algorithm 1, if:
supp (x) is (4d + 1)-spread

(20a)

µd (Φ) ≤ const.  1

(20b)

∀ {A, B}d ∈

DdS

: A is (4d + 1)-spread, T̃ := A ∪ B,

T := clos2d (A) =⇒ max Φ†T̃ φj
j∈T C

<1

(TRC)

1

where {A, B}d , DdS are given in Definition 8 and µd (Φ) is given in (8).
The theorem allows to guarantee the d-tolerant recovery of any S-sparse signal from noiseless measurements
using partially coherent sensing matrices. The original theory for OMP will fail for partially coherent sensing
matrices since the ERC is usually not satisfied. In addition, given that the utilized sensing matrix has large
d0 -coherences (d0 < d) in every d-neighborhood, the reconstruction will naturally be also close in magnitude.
Proof. This proof is divided into two steps. In the first step we prove the theorem alike Theorem 3.1 in [6] for
partially coherent sensing matrices. We will show for explicitly chosen A = Σ = supp (x) and B = Γ = supp (x̃)
that the greedy ratio, defined as
kΦ∗Bad rk∞
,
ρ(r) :=
kΦ∗Good rk∞
is smaller one in every step k ∈ {0, S − 1}. Thereby r is typically a residual vector, ΦBad and ΦGood are the
restrictions of Φ to columns corresponding to (non-)/advantageous recovered non-zero indices. The condition
ρ(r) < 1 ensures that the algorithm picks a "good" index in the next iteration. For this only two small changes
to the original proof are necessary. In the second step we generalize the result to arbitrary d-approximate pairs
of sets {A, B}d .
Step 1: To use the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [6], we first replace, Σ, the true support set, with T̃ , which
is the union of the true support of x with the support reconstructed by the modified OMP, Γ. Due to the
d-incoherence of Φ guaranteed by (20b), only columns that are at most d away from the true index can be
highly correlated. If the algorithm were to select in any iteration a highly correlated candidate instead of the
11

true index, then this selection would be within T . Since the recovery should only be d-tolerant, these selections
are still optimal and they are added to the optimal set T̃ via Γ. Therefore a projection onto the column
span of

ΦT̃ , from which all the non-zeros of the residuum in the Sth iteration, r(S) , stem, is given by Φ†T̃

∗

ΦT̃ . Note

that Σ̃(k) is the support of the approximated solution in the kth iteration and Σ(k) is its analogue within the
true solution.


Secondly, we can exclude all indices from clos2d Σ̃(k) from the search in the (k + 1)st iteration, due to the

modification of the algorithm. Doing so will exclude all the remaining correlations within closd Σ(k) . This is
because the new solution, constructed through multiplication with the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse (ΦΣ̃(k) ),
will be orthogonal only to all the columns in {φj }j∈Σ̃(k) , but columns that are highly correlated (with correlation
less than 1) would still contribute. The exclusion of 2d-closures is however possible since the signals support is
assumed to be (4d + 1)-spread.
Thus the greedy ratio of the residuum in the kth iteration takes the following form:
Φ∗T C r(k)

ρ(r(k) ) :=

∞

Φ∗T̃ r(k)
∞

.

(21)

The estimates now follow through as stated in the literature. The fact that y has its minimal representation in
the frame formed by the columns of Φ is ensured by the (4d + 1)-spread support of x in combination with (20b)
and the TRC.
Step 2: To make the result independent of Σ and Γ we simply require the TRC to hold for arbitrary choices
of {A, B}d ∈ DdS .
Note that many naturally arising sensing matrices such as overcomplete Fourier frames satisfy the condition
of the theorem for some d. This can be seen in Fig. 1 for the example of Ψ. The TRC will hold for any
sufficiently small µd (Φ) since the Hausdorff distance between T C and T̃ is by construction larger then d. We
also point out that (20b) is primarily a lower bound on the minimal number of measurements M . This link
is established using the Welch bound applied to all possible submatrices restricted to column indices that are
(4d + 1)-spread.
Continuing the theoretical construction as in [6], one can ensure the TRC by imposing conditions on the
cumulative coherence.
Theorem 10 (TRC guarantee). Let Φ ∈ CM ×N . Then the TRC holds for all {A, B}d ∈ DdS , if
C
µC
d (Φ, 2S − 1) + µd (Φ, 2S) < 1 ,

(22)

where {A, B}d , DdS are given in Definition 8 and µC
d (Φ, ·) is given in (11).
Proof. The proof follows analogously to the proof of Theorem 3.5 in [6] with only minor modifications. Namely
S is replaced with 2S, since the optimal support of that theorem is replaced by the union A∪B of two S-cardinal
sets, and µC (Φ, ·) is replaced by µC
d (Φ, ·).
Corollary 11 Equation (22) of Theorem 10 holds, with the conditions stated, if any of the following inequalities
is satisfied:

1
S<
µd (Φ)−1 + 1
(23)
4
1
µC
.
(24)
d (Φ, 2S) <
2
Both results given in the corollary are stronger than the original requirement but may be easier to verify.
As is the case for OMP, (23) is stronger than (24).
Proof. Both conditions follow from the monotonic behavior of µC
d (Φ, ·). Equation (23) is proved using
µC
d (Φ, k) ≤ µd (Φ)k ,
which holds due to the monotonic increase of

µC
d (Φ, k)

(25)

as k decreases. So we have:

(25)

C
µC
d (Φ, 2S − 1) + µd (Φ, 2S) ≤ (2S − 1 + 2S) µd (Φ) < 1

1
⇐⇒ S <
µd (Φ)−1 + 1 .
4
Equation (24) follows immediately from the increasing behavior of µC
d (Φ, k):
C
C
µC
d (Φ, 2S − 1) + µd (Φ, 2S) ≤ 2µd (2S, Φ) < 1

⇐⇒ µC
d (2S, Φ) <
completing the proof.
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Conclusion and future directions

We considered d-tolerant recovery and showed that in the low and noisy measurement regime, coherence in
the sensing matrix is actually beneficial – despite just the opposite in the classical recovery setting. We have
taken first steps towards developing a framework and building a theoretical foundation for d-tolerant recovery.
An empirical characterization of OMP for the purpose of d-tolerant recovery has been provided. It was backed
for signals with sufficiently spread support theoretically through the interim modified OMP, which was found
to be empirically the same as OMP in this setting. The modifications necessary for the ERC based OMP
reconstruction guarantees were minimal. We introduced a modified version of the ERC, called TRC, with which
we were able to prove d-tolerant recovery of arbitrary S-sparse signals with (4d+1) spread support from noiseless
measurements using partially coherent sensing matrices. For noisy recovery the classic proofs can not be easily
extended.
Some future directions include: (i) developing new prove strategies to proof recovery guarantees for the noisy
measurement setting; (ii) deriving theoretical guarantees of the d-tolerant reconstruction for signals without a
spread support; (iii) analyzing the coherent sensing paradigm for other algorithms in order to improve the
reconstruction performance; (iv) deriving a characterization of the phase transition of d-tolerant algorithms, to
enable clear assertions whether partially coherent or incoherent sensing should be employed given the problem
dimensions; (v) further investigating how the smallest "optimal" value of d relates to the problem dimensions
and the coherence levels in the matrix in general; (vi) the development of partially coherent sensing matrices
specifically designed for particular applications. (vii) a study utilizing a variant of the restricted isometry
property may be illuminating in the context of tolerant recovery, see [18] for some initial considerations in this
direction.
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